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LWUIT 1.1 for Java ME DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2009
Writing appealing cross-device applications today in Java ME is challenging as implementation differences in fonts, layout, and menus can make your application look and behave very differently on different devices. So far, the only way out has been low-level programming with its associated complexity.

The Lightweight UI Toolkit (LWUIT),...
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Responsive Web Design with HTML5 and CSS3 - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn the HTML5 and CSS3 you need to help you design responsive and future-proof websites that meet the demands of modern web users


	About This Book

	
		Learn and explore how to harness the latest features of HTML5 in the context of responsive web design
	
		Learn to wield the new Flexbox layout...
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Virtual MachinesSpringer, 2005

	This book offers a unique insight into the building of virtual machines for sequential, object-oriented and parallel languages, and uses comparisons of different VMs to provide actual, practical examples.


	State transitions are used as a formal technique for the specification of virtual machines throughout and – in addition...
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Appcelerator Titanium Smartphone App Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Over 80 recipes for creating native mobile applications specifically for iPhone and Android smartphones – no Objective-C or Java required with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Leverage your JavaScript skills to write mobile applications using Titanium Studio tools with the native advantage!
	...
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Relativistic Transitions in the Hydrogenic Atoms: Elementary Theory (Springer Series on Atomic, Optical, and Plasma Physics)Springer, 2008
When one approaches the study of the quantal relativistic theory of the electron, one may be surprised by the gap which lies between the frame of the experiments, i.e. the real geometry of the space and time, and the abstraction of the complex matrices and spinors formalism employed in the presentation of the theory. This book uses a theory of the...
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The Catalyzing Mind: Beyond Models of Causality (Annals of Theoretical Psychology)Springer, 2013

	How do we understand and explain phenomena in psychology? What does the concept of “causality” mean when we discuss higher psychological functions and behavior? Is it possible to generate “laws” in a psychological and behavioral science—laws that go beyond statistical regularities, frequencies, and probabilities?...
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Relativistic Collisions of Structured Atomic Particles (Springer Series on Atomic, Optical, and Plasma Physics)Springer, 2008
The book reviews the progress achieved over the last decade in the study of collisions between an ion and an atom in which both the atomic particles carry electrons and can undergo transitions between their internal states - including continua. It presents the detailed considerations of different theoretical approaches that can be used to describe...
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Adobe Premiere Pro CS5 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2010

	Those creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Premiere Pro CS5 choose Adobe Premiere Pro CS5 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press.

	

	The 22 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Premiere Pro...
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jQuery Mobile CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Over 80 recipes with examples and practical tips to help you quickly learn and develop cross-platform applications with jQuery Mobile


	Overview

	
		Create applications that use custom animations and use various techniques to improve application performance
	
		Use and customize the various controls...
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Jesus and His Death: Historiography, the Historical Jesus, and Atonement TheoryBaylor University Press, 2005
This is a brave book. With due awareness of the historical traps and with a mastery of the recent relevant literature, McKnight here asks the crucial question, How did Jesus interpret his own death? His answer, which hearkens back to Albert Schweitzer, does full justice to Jesus' eschatological outlook and makes good sense within a first-century...
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Transitions in Nursing: Preparing for Professional Practice, 3eChurchill Livingstone, 2012

	New edition of the essential text for senior nursing students transitioning to professional nursing practice.


	Now in its third edition, the popular Transitions in Nursing continues to recognise the issues and challenges faced by senior students making the transition to nursing practice.


	Transitions in...
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Mastering Game Development with Unreal  Engine 4: Build high-performance AAA games with UE 4, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide with coverage on AudioFX, Particle system, shaders, sequencers, and the latest features of Unreal 4.19 that will take your game development skills to the next level

	
		Key Features

		
			Create a high-performance Combat game using the essential features of Unreal Engine...
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